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Aquent extends sick pay to U.S.
and Canadian contract workers

From comp to culture: How to
boost engagement at your firm

Using voice analytics to monitor
remote employee wellness

Contract workers play a significant

While culture is a crucial element, it

The technology can tap into the

role in the U.S. economy, but they

will be hard for employees to become

nuances of an employee’s emotional

aren’t afforded the same benefits as

engaged if their financial needs aren’t

state, helping employers ensure their

full-time employees.

being met by your compensation and

employees feel supported and heard

https://bit.ly/2UUo3E6

benefits plan. https://bit.ly/3c5QQeR

when working remotely.
https://bit.ly/39SJE49
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From the Editor

Helping clients navigate mental health
Well-being and caregiving strategies are emerging to address challenges in the
workplace under the coronavirus pandemic.
In our cover story

provide the resources for a workplace

this month, we

population seeking ways to cope with

interviewed

fear and anxiety.

various health-

“We have seen an increase in

Alyssa Place.
For more of our latest news and
insight, take a look at our dedicated
Coronavirus Impact webpage (em-

care professionals

requests for guidance on how to support

ployeebenefitadviser.com/coronavirus).

and advisers to

employees’ emotional health — rang-

There you will find strategies for

make sense of

ing from tools to maintain engagement

building a remote workforce, mental

how the coro-

and social connection to resources for

health resources, opinions on what

navirus crisis is impacting the advising

staying physically active and practic-

advisers need to know, and how

industry. For advisers and their clients,

ing mindfulness at home,” Emily Knoll,

technology and AI can be used to

the crisis has ushered in a new era for

the national director of CBIZ Wellness

address your clients’ concerns.

mental health, caregiving and telemedi-

Solutions, a wellness and engagement

cine platforms, as employers seek to

consulting agency, told senior editor

—Walden Siew, Editor-in-Chief

Attract, engage
and retain with
a voluntary
benefit that’s
a breed apart
HR professionals report a 32% boost in attraction,
engagement and retention from offering pet health
insurance as a voluntary benefit.*
Start offering Nationwide pet insurance today.
petinsurance.com/eba • 800-874-0704
*Source: 2018 Nationwide/Human Animal Bond Research Institute (HABRI) study
Underwritten by Veterinary Pet Insurance Company (CA), Columbus, OH, an A.M. Best A+ rated company (2019); National Casualty Company (all other states), Columbus, OH, an A.M. Best A+ rated
company (2019). Agency of Record: DVM Insurance Agency. Nationwide, the Nationwide N and Eagle, and Nationwide is on your side are service marks of Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company.
©2020 Nationwide. 20GRP7535
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Outlook
a benefits advisory platform based in

cies —

Upstate New York.

ty CO

“Decisions about benefits are more
important now than ever because of

Ho

everything that’s going on,” she says.

open

“Remote work is posing some challeng-

W

es, one of those is how to communicate

unde

effectively with employees about their

elect

benefits.”

syste

Since health officials and the

give

orders could last throughout May,

while

George decided to make her platform
BLOOMBERG NEWS

perso

government speculate shelter in place

W

more accessible by eliminating all fees

the p

until Aug. 31.

offer

When a plan sponsor engages
an unbiased search provider, the
combination of reduced broker
fees, expanded broker services
and meaningful service-level
agreeements should far outweigh
the search provider’s direct fees.

cens

W

Helping employees
navigate open enrollment
The CEO of Prospective Partners shares how software can
help answer questions during the enrollment process.

Kayla

George spoke in a recent interview
about how Prospective Partners can
help employees choose benefits.

By Kayla Webster

What challenges will employers/
Open enrollment doesn’t stop for

tor is leading the way on this initiative;

brokers face during this upcoming

quarantine. But how can employers

41% of these employers indicated they

open enrollment?

ensure their workforce understands

were planning to offer paid sick leave

their benefits when everyone is working

to hourly workers.

from home?

But not all employers were pre-

With so many people working remotely, it’s going to be challenging for
brokers and employers to have those

pared for their workforce to go entirely

important meetings they’d normally

tion mandates; 46% of employers gave

remote; survey respondents said it was

have in-person. They’re going to need

workers the option to work remotely,

challenging to communicate with em-

an effective way to communicate with

and 39% required employees to work

ployees because “email and phone calls

each other, and eventually the work-

from their homes, according to a survey

just aren’t the same [as in person].” As

force.

conducted by information services

a result, 47% of companies are invest-

company, Arizent.

ing in technology to accommodate

businesses, employers are going to want

remote work.

to ensure they’re choosing the best

Most employers are following isola-

The survey also noted that some
employers are using the pandemic as

This technology can also help em-

And with the epidemic impacting

plans for their workers that are also
budget-friendly.

an opportunity to expand their benefit

ployers with open enrollment, espe-

offerings; 19% of employers are plan-

cially when it comes to an effective

ning to extend paid sick leave to hourly

communications strategy, says Shelby

their benefits don’t impact employees’

employees. The financial services sec-

George, CEO of Prospective Partners —

ability to set money aside for emergen-

Employers will also want to ensure

202
Emplo
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in

come up with options that are specific

ty COVID-19 brings.

to each individual employee — what

technology to help answer benefit

they can afford and which ones will

questions?

ore

of

ys.

eng-

cate

heir

How does your company help with
open enrollment communication?
We make it really easy for people to

rm

ees

Programs like ours offer a more
efficient way to provide individual con-

future or unexpected life events.
This gives individuals a personalized

sultation on benefit plans. Employees

assessment of how their dollars will be

can talk to HR about their benefits, but

elect. We’re not a benefits enrollment

spent on benefits.

there’s only so much they can do for

For health plans, it takes all that in-

each individual employee.
Tools like ours give employees a fuller

personalized recommendations that

formation into account and how much

give them the coverage they need,

you usually spend out-of-pocket on

picture of how their salary will be used

while being able to save for the future.

healthcare. We present a list of options

to cover these benefits — that’s espe-

and how they’ll affect their individual

cially helpful to lower income employees

the plans employers are planning to

scenario. The same goes for retirement;

and those with dependents. It’s essential

offer onto our platform.

we show them how much they could be

to make the right decisions now, more

saving, and which programs are best

than ever, because we don’t know how

suited to their situation.

long this epidemic is going to last. EBA

We’re able to upload the details of

We incorporate those details with
census data and individual salaries to

he
r

help them set money aside for the

understand what benefits they should
system, but we provide employees with

ace

Why should employers look to

cies — especially with all the uncertain-

Kayla Webster is an associate editor at Employee Benefit Adviser. Follow her on Twitter at @KaylaAnnWebster.

gh
s.

ew

Work with a company that
makes connections.

n

/

for

se

y

When you work with HM Insurance Group,
you can connect with thought leaders and
smart ideas steeped in regional knowledge
and backed by financial stability. We build
relationships – nationwide and for the
long-term – ever mindful of the evolving
health care landscape and committed
to protecting the financial well-being of
our clients from the impact of catastrophic
claims. Find more on hmig.com.

ed

with

k-

g

want

Choose coverage that aligns you with
experience, market insight, data-driven
decisions and accessible experts.

STOP LOSS

MANAGED CARE REINSURANCE

Coverage is underwritten by HM Life Insurance Company,
Pittsburgh, PA; Highmark Casualty Insurance Company, Pittsburgh, PA;
or HM Life Insurance Company of New York, New York, NY.

e

es’

gen-
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No one dives deeper
into employee benefits
From wellness and benefits personalization to emerging
technology and new service platforms, Employee Benefits Adviser
has the insight and analysis advisers need to help clients devise
the right strategies for their business.

Start here and sign up for free
employeebenefitadviser.com
212-803-8500
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Voce

Why employee experience
matters now more than ever

who may be forced to stay
quarantined in their homes,
ensuring they have access
to health care services and
necessary supplies. Prepare
managers to help employees

Managers should make an effort to help employees feeling
strain from the impact of isolation caused by quarantines.

feeling strain from the impact
of isolation caused by quarantines. Make overtures to check
in on your teams to keep a
personal connection live or

By Chris Voce

through Slack. Or hold regular,
virtual coffee chat sessions
The impact of CO-

where employees can connect.

Safety first: Business leaders need to

VID-19 is forcing us all

make decisions in the name of safety and

to manage turbulence

communicate them with employees. Many

at the intersection of

companies have implemented and extended

our personal and pro-

their work-from-home policies. They have

fessional lives in ways

also announced plans to pay hourly workers

we haven’t before.

through this time, which demonstrates care

People all over the

for everyone who helps power their business.

world have been stuck

Focus on personal progress: A proven and

“Your ability to nurture
the employee experience
at your organization
during this time is critical
and will be tested in a
way it likely hasn’t been
before,” Voce says.
Organizations that can best

in their homes for weeks. Offices are closed,

vital component of the employee experience

and schools are sending children home with-

is that your people feel a sense of accom-

care for the their employees

out any real certainty about when normalcy

plishment every day — and technology

will experience tremendous

might resume. Business leaders are con-

plays a critical role. Employees need to be

benefits. If you demonstrate

cerned about their people and are staring at

able to make progress and get things done,

care for your employees’ expe-

lost revenues and declining productivity.

even amid disruption. With so many offices

rience, they’ll reward you with

closing, the work-from-home experience has

the innovation and discretion-

ence at your organization during this time

to be virtually indistinguishable from being

ary effort to find solutions to

is critical and will be tested in a way it likely

in the office. Many companies are using

seemingly impossible problems

hasn’t been before. Focusing on employee ex-

digital workspace technology to provide their

and carry your organization

perience means everything during a time like

employees with secure access to the things

through this time. EBA

this. The payoff is the innovation that will pull

they need to stay

your organization through tumultuous times.

productive, from

Your ability to nurture the employee experi-

Employee engagement is the outcome

apps and content

of a positive employee experience, and

to softphones and

engaged employees are almost twice as

multimedia, and not

likely to dip into discretionary effort, pushing

miss a beat.

beyond their normal responsibilities. That
discretionary effort is the crucible of innova-

Demonstrate
care for employee

tion. It’s where employees look at obstacles

well-being: Be ready

and find creative ways to get around them.

to provide holistic

What can you do to ensure that happens?

care for employees

Employee engagement in the US
Engaged employees

Disengaged employees

40%
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Source: Gallup

Chris Voce is a customer engagement strategist at Citrix and the former head of the employee experience research practice at Forrester
Research.
EmployeeBenefitAdviser.com
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Colangelo

Managing your retirement
risk during market volatility

advisers and plan sponsors will
objectively realize that now is
the time to act. The last few
weeks have proven the next 10
years’ returns likely won’t be

N
du

another 350-plus percent with

Plan sponsors should realize that now is the time to act, and that
participants will jump out as volatility returns.

little if any volatility.
Progressive thought leaders
will be honest and acknowl-

You
Her

edge that participants, many
of whom are unknowingly in

By Scott Colangelo

heavy equity allocations, will

By Ja

jump out as we hit more realisThe last few weeks

behind only the Depression-era babies. Yet

tic volatility cycles. And many

have been an incred-

many millennials have been defaulted to

will get back in when it is too

ible roller-coaster

target-date funds, with a large number of

late, or may never get back in.

ride for the retirement

them north of 90% in stock allocations. Thus,

industry and plan

many participants largely own investments

participants. That

they don’t understand, and more often than

bumpy ride could hit

not hold much more in equities than they

into a balanced fund QDIA:

some people much

would knowingly choose on their own.

Without knowing the partici-

harder than others if

Why has this not been a problem yet?

So what strategies might
you consider?
A complete re-enrollment

pant’s risk tolerance, a shift to

they aren’t aware of, or paying attention to,

The last 10-year period, which happened to

a more middle-of-the-road

the mix of investments in their portfolio.

be the same time period that TDFs became

allocation is beyond logical.

realit

Th

so popular, saw 360% growth in the S&P

Those who understand their

few m

over the past few years for retirement plan

500. It was also one of the least volatile 10-

TDF portfolios have every right

and u

advisers, plan sponsors, fund companies,

year periods in the history of the market.

to jump right back into them.

famil

So, candidly, you are taking

prosp

nothing away.

realit

There have been plenty of changes

record-keepers and participants. But most

When you then factor in investor behav-

pale in comparison to the massive, industry-

ior, the massive risks at play begin to come

changing trend of using target-date funds

into full view.

as the QDIA.
The amount of money rolling to target-

Over the past 20 years (as of September

A re-enrollment paired with
a required risk profile: Those

2019), participants have averaged a 1.9%

who don’t comply are de-

regar

deat

W

return while the S&P 500 averaged 5.6%.

faulted to a balanced fund or

on ou

options is astounding. But there are signs of

Over the working lifetime of a partici-

something more conservative.

vices

trouble everywhere that the retirement com-

pant (estimated at 35 years), the difference

munity is missing entirely.

in a $100,000 total investment would be

enrollment to a TDF manager

and b

$175,000 at 1.9% to $512,000 at 5.6%.

who excels in volatile times

hard

and understands sequence of

ploye

returns.

75%

date funds rather than other core funds

Some estimates suggest more than 80%
of new plan deferrals go to TDF portfolios.

Why the big difference? Many partici-

At the very least, a re-

isola

Studies have shown that as many as 84% of

pants exited the marketplace in 2007 and

participants don’t understand target-date

2008, and didn’t return for too long, as

funds, and an even more astounding 64%

mutual fund flows remained negative until

Century for this specific rea-

temp

believe these funds have a level of guarantee.

January 2010, after the markets had already

son, as they have historically

postp

recovered more than 70% of their losses.

been one of the top managers

wors

in every down cycle. EBA

onlin

Millennials have polled as the secondmost risk-averse generation of investors,

So what should advisers do? Progressive

We have chosen American

Pa

Scott Colangelo is a chairman, managing partner and co-founder of Prime Capital Investment Advisors, and managing director of Qualified Plan
Advisors..
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Nurturing connections
during a pandemic

entire database providing
updates, commentary on
changes in laws, regulations
and restrictions.
2. Regular blog content on
pertinent topics that can be

with

ders

wl-

Your clients and prospects do not want to meet you in person.
Here’s how you can still stay connected.

in

website.
3. Periodic webinar series,
including PPT presentations,

any

will

archived in a library on your

regarding relevant issues

By Jack Kwicien

such as cost-containment
strategies, sources of business

ealis-

any

The first quarter of

virtual. That’s a lot to absorb in a matter of

financing, best practices in

oo

2020 was a total

weeks. And yet we are doing it. We have ad-

HR, labor law concerns, new

k in.

dichotomy in terms of

justed our business and social behaviors, and

voluntary or lifestyle benefits

ht

our national health,

together we will emerge from this a stronger

and more.

the economy and our

and better society.

nt

quality of life.

You may have to reach out

In the meantime, while your employees

to some of your important

Coming into January,

are sheltering and you are somewhat hun-

business contacts (attorney, ac-

ci-

much of life seemed

kered down, we still have businesses to run,

countant, banking relationship)

ft to

positive. How rapidly

and our clients need us now more than ever

and ask them to collaborate

in our lifetimes. Your clients and prospects

with you. They should welcome

are anxious, scared or worse. They need a

the opportunity to maintain
positive contact.

A:

d

reality can change.

al.

The world has been transformed in just a

eir

few months. These have become dangerous

trusted adviser to help them get through

and uncertain times for each of us — our

this crisis. You need to rise to the occasion;

And they can include their

em.

families, our clients and their employees, and

that’s what business leaders do to help the

clients in your campaign, which

g

prospects. We’ve all had to get used to a new

customers they serve during difficult times.

can potentially lead to more

right

reality, one that is filled with daily updates

So what strategies can you and your team

with

regarding the number of infections and

implement? These unprecedented circum-

se

deaths around the world and where we live.

stances require some creative, out-of-the-

We’ve had to adapt to various restrictions

d or

on our mobility, access to products and ser-

tive.

vices, supply-chain shortages and personal
isolation. Gathering places like restaurants

Let’s face it, your clients and prospects do
For that matter, you and your employees
are likely working from home at least part of

s

hard-working people are suddenly unem-

the week. So where does that leave you?

e of

ployed through no fault of their own; and

Consider immediately developing a

Part of the very soul of our lives has been

Your clients and prospective
spend learning new approaches to managing their business

not want to meet with you in person.

and bars have been shuttered; millions of

75% of hotels nationally are vacant.

for their organization.
clients have the time now to

box thinking. It’s not business as usual.

ger

can

business for your firm, as well

operations.
It’s time to be proactive.
Consider that, with the current environment, you have a

marketing and communications campaign

much more receptive audience

to maintain regular contact with existing

to your message. They need
your advice and counsel.

a-

temporarily severed: weddings have been

and prospective clients, and other important

lly

postponed; funerals have been put on hold;

business contacts.

gers

worshipping at church services has moved

Elements can include:

ence. Everyone will be better

online; and family gatherings have become

1. Twice weekly or weekly emails to your

for it. EBA

n

Step up and make a differ-

Jack Kwicien, an Employee Benefit Adviser columnist, is a managing partner at Daymark Advisors, a Baltimore consultancy.
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TACKLING
THE MENTAL
HEALTH
CRISIS
The coronavirus crisis confronts advisers
with new challenges — and opportunities — as
demand for wellness and telemedicine plans surges.
By Alyssa Place
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Coronavirus Impact

A

s the coronavirus pandemic

previous month, and meditations

leave

causes new levels of stress and

targeted toward managing anxiety have

the a

isolation, workers are increas-

climbed. Headspace has responded by

teleh

ingly turning to their employer-provided

creating a free content hub with guided

crise

mental health plans. In turn, employers

meditations and mental health exercises

incre

are mobilizing to support their workers

for all its subscribers.

To

“This shifting landscape is affecting

have

of worklife.

everyone,” says Rich Pierson, co-founder

remo

“We have seen an increase in requests

and CEO of Headspace. “We are

ence

for guidance on how to support

working hard to expand access to our

trave

employees’ emotional health — ranging

meditation content to help folks

daily

from tools to maintain engagement and

manage anxious thoughts, build mental

both

social connection to resources for

resilience and navigate through this

stres

“The disruption in behavior and
the uncertainty has led to a lot
of anxiety,” says Russ Glass, CEO
of Ginger, a virtual mental health
support platform. “We’re seeing
significant increases in sessions
for therapy and psychiatry.”

uncertainty.”

work

offered through a client’s EAP program.

turn to online tools to manage their

Utilizing these benefits is critical to

as they adapt to the new surreal reality

staying physically active and practicing
mindfulness at home,” says Emily Knoll,
the national director of CBIZ Wellness

Addressing mental health has been
an increasing priority in the workplace,

empl

“W

as more than half of the working

— pe

population struggles with mental health

nega

issues related to anxiety and depression.

unce

Seventy-eight percent of companies

the n

offer an EAP with mental health

Cour

anxiety. Glass, whose company con-

resources, according to the Society for

scien

helping employees manage their stress

nects users with behavioral health

Human Resource Management. Now

“Neg

and anxiety, says Russ Glass, CEO of

coaches for chat and video-based

more than ever, employers are relying

ness

Ginger, a virtual mental health support

sessions, says they’ve reported a 25%

on those programs to be a resource to

platform.

uptick in app usage in the first quarter.

employees who may be struggling.

Solutions, a wellness and engagement
consulting agency.
Providing this support is often available
through mental health app platforms

Modern Health, a virtual mental health

“The disruption in behavior and the

“Even before coronavirus, employers

Gl

of ho

“Peop

uncertainty has led to a lot of anxiety,”

app, reported a 50% increase in activity

were really focusing on the mental

beha

he says. “Obviously it’s a stressful time,

since the beginning of March.

health and well-being of their work-

or gr

force,” says Kathleen O’Driscoll, vice

deve

and we’re seeing significant increases in

Headspace, a mindfulness and

sessions for therapy and psychiatry.”

meditation app which counts Google

president of Business Group on Health.

tions

Ginger and other mental health

and LinkedIn as employer clients, has

“An EAP program is almost like a

think

platforms offered by employers have

seen users completing calming medita-

foundational block that many of them

ment

noticed a surge in usage as employees

tions 13 times more often than in the

use to provide access to virtual sessions

a ver

and other benefits available to them.”

ees.”

Massive disruption

for co

Some 93% of companies have encour-

how

aged their workers to take advantage of

ing in

EAP resources like telehealth and virtual

O’Dri

mental health programs in response to

conn

the pandemic, according to a recent

the fe

Business Group on Health survey.

migh

Be

Large Employer Emergency Response Actions to Coronavirus
93% of large employers are encouraging EAP utilization among employees
in response to coronavirus.
N=42

Encouraging utilization of EAP

93%

Encouraging donations to employee ERF

Opening up funds from employee ERF
Additional company contributions
to employee Emergency Relief Fund (ERF)
Other

12%

7%

At such moments, “it’s the precise
2%

5%

Note: Other responses include: encouraging donations to and utilization of vacation donation program, company will make additional contributions to ERF as needed
Q: Has your company taken any of the following emergency response actions to coronavirus?

“H

time many people feel the need to

socia

speak to a counselor or see a doctor,”

says.

says Karsten Vagner, vice president of

an em

people at Maven. “But that’s not

with

possible if you’re being advised not to

Alyss
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have

leave your house, and that exacerbates

ing wins and then continue to flex them

the anxiety. This is exactly what

as they emerge stronger than before.”
Opening up communication can also

by

telehealth is for — not only in times of

ded

crises, but as the world adapts to an

be a good reminder you’re not alone. “If

cises

increasingly remote workforce.”

you’re feeling anxious, it’s a good time
to reach out to family members or

To quell the pandemic, companies

ng

have mandated employees work

friends or your behavioral health coach

nder

remotely and have cancelled confer-

and talk through it,” Glass says. EBA

ences, gatherings and non-essential

ur

travel. With such massive disruptions to
daily routines and new challenges to

ntal

both work and personal lives, external
stressors can bleed into day-to-day
work tasks, compounding challenges for

en

ace,

employees.
“We have a natural negativity bias
— people are going to latch onto

ealth

negative news and ruminate on

sion.

uncertainty and fear and think about

s

the negative over the positive,” says
Courtney Bigony, director of people

for

science at software provider 15Five.

w

“Negativity really narrows our aware-

ng

ness and our focus.”

to

Glass says it’s critical to be cognizant

At moments like this, when
there’s a lot of anxiety and
uncertainty, “it’s the precise
time many people feel the need
to speak to a counselor or see
a doctor,” says Karsten Vagner,
vice president of people at
Maven, a healthcare benefits
platform.
Emerging stronger
Knoll says her firm has seen an in-

of how added stress will affect work.

creased demand in client requests for

“People at work who are dealing with

manager training. Understanding how

behavioral health issues self-report 20%

managers can provide support to their

or greater productivity loss and also

workers is an important piece to making

develop other chronic health condi-

sure business runs smoothly and

tions,” he says. “Companies have to be

employees feel supported. Employers

thinking about both physical and

“have stepped up to provide virtual

em

mental health and recognize that this is

training to managers focused on good

ions

a very stressful time for their employ-

communication practices, empathy and

ees.”

self-care,” Knoll says.

yers

lth.

m.”

Beyond online resources, the desire

Bigony says it’s critical clients and

4 must-have
health apps
If you’re in need of mental health
support, these apps and behavioral
health platforms are offering
accessible options for employers
and their workforce. “This is exactly
what telehealth is for — not only in
times of crises, but as the world
adapts to an increasingly remote
workforce,” says says Karsten
Vagner, vice president of people at
Maven, a healthcare benefits
platform.
Headspace: Offers mindfulness
and meditation practices through
guided exercises and video
tutorials.
Ginger: Provides behavioral
health coaching, therapy and
psychiatry through one-on-one
video or phone sessions.

for connection has started to redefine

managers are also encouraging their

our-

how people are socializing and check-

employees to tap into gratitude and

ge of

ing in with coworkers and loved ones.

positivity. At 15Five, Bigony’s team

virtual text-based coaching and

rtual

O’Driscoll says taking the time to

spends the first few minutes of their

sessions with licensed mental

e to

connect beyond work tasks can ease

meetings focusing on their wins and

health professionals.

the feelings of isolation employees

sharing three things they’re grateful for.

t

might be experiencing.
“Humans are social creatures so

“This will be a little bit harder for

Modern Health: Offers courses,

SilverCloud: Uses online lessons
and activities focused on building

companies who haven’t flexed this

mindfulness and resiliency skills,

social isolation can be challenging,” she

muscle before and are just starting to do

and gives access to behavioral

r,”

says. The communication you have with

this during this time,” she says. “But

of

an employee should include checking in

hopefully people can see the impor-

health coaching. EBA

with how they’re doing.

tance of meditation, gratitude, recogniz-

e

to
Alyssa Place is a senior editor at Employee Benefit Adviser. Follow her on Twitter @alyssaplace1.
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Coronavirus Impact
related lost work time costs and excludes

Changes to paid leave benefits beyond leave required by law

costs pertaining to paid family leave

Employers made these changes in 2019.

which was beyond the scope of this

30%

analysis.”

25%

Up to 5.6 million employees could be

30%

impacted, with almost 3 million workers

20%

24%

at firms with fewer than 500 employees
entitled to paid leave per the Families

15%

First Coronavirus Response Act that

10%

12%

5%

Added new types of leave

Expanded duration of leave

Expanded eligibility of leave

Source: Business Group on Health Leave Strategy and Transformation survey

COVID-19-related paid leave
payouts may top $23 billion
Nearly 650,000 claims will increase the average volume of
short-term disability claims by 21%.
By Amanda Schiavo
As employers absorb the broader impact

payments from 2018.

As m
offe

went into effect on April 1.
“One important thing to keep in mind

0%

C
ca

By Ev

is that however the pandemic plays out
— whether that is 1.5 million infected

As sm

employees, 5 million or something else

ners

— about half of employees at large

crisis

companies won’t have the income

CEO

protection afforded by disability

in Riv

insurance,” says Brian Gifford, director of

of co

research and analytics for IBI.

natio

“About half of employees at large
companies won’t have the income
protection afforded by disability
insurance,” says Brian Gifford,
director of research and analytics
for IBI.

and I

Even with sick days to fall back on,

opera

“It

Barn

helps

publi

been

and t

the COVID-19 pandemic is having on

These figures represent estimates

employees could lose about $2,000 in

Cont

their businesses and employees, new

under a low-range scenario of 4 million

earnings if they contract the illness, he

$500

data shows that sick leave and short-

U.S. coronavirus cases, as the case

says. That will not only impact the U.S.

outst

term disability payments could exceed

estimates rise, so does the STD claims

workforce, but have a significant effect

$23 billion for employers.

volume. Under a high-range scenario of

on consumer spending when the

to ke

“I

15 million U.S. coronavirus cases

pandemic has ended and businesses

four e

million of the cases, according to health

employed patients will make up 5.6

look to restart.

not t

and productivity research non-profit

million cases and 2.4 million coronavirus

The impact of the coronavirus will be

so ha

Integrated Benefits Institute. Almost

STD cases will increase the average

different across all industries. Employers

when

800,000 of those cases will be from

annual STD claims volume by 79%.

will need to think about how their health

Employed patients will make up 1.5

employees of small firms, meaning less
than 500 employees.

“Employers and their disability
insurance partners will bear substantial

Co

benefits are going to be able to help

ramp

mitigate the financial impact.

Acco

Nearly 650,000 coronavirus short-term

lost work time costs with STD claims

“Employers should do their own risk

disability claims will increase the average

estimated to take between 20% and

assessment, every business out there is

rough

annual claims volume from 2011- 2018 by

75% of the premiums collected in 2018,

really feeling it right now,” Gifford says.

busin

21%. Additionally, the data shows that

due to the growing number of employ-

“What I hope they are going to think

extre

lost work time cost for employee

ees diagnosed with COVID-19,” IBI

about is how their benefits are de-

abou

coronavirus cases is projected to total

President Thomas Parry says. “As the

signed to support people during this

their

$6.1 billion. This amount equates to a

numbers change daily, these findings are

crisis and to get them ready to return

6.4% increase in sick day and STD

a conservative estimate of coronavirus-

to work.” EBA

coun

An

ready

Amanda Schiavo is an associate editor at Employee Benefit Adviser. Follow her on Twitter @schiavoamanda.
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Coronavirus fallout is ‘big wake-up
call’ for small businesses

es

As more U.S. states order widespread shutdowns to slow the pandemic, small companies
offer warning signals for bigger challenges ahead.

mind

By Evelina Nedlund

ees

out

d

se

or of

n,

As small businesses and sole practitioners grapple with how the coronavirus

emerging from the pandemic.
In New York, which has turned into

nesses, hospitals, and state and local
governments — including more than

crisis transforms society, Sharna Barnes,

one of the epicenters of the crisis,

CEO of Complete Contract Consulting

Brooklyn-based toy retailer PunkinFutz

in Riviera Beach, Florida, is the epitome

halted its business after New York

won’t only have immediate consequenc-

of countless executives across the

governor Andrew Cuomo ordered all

es for workers’ compensation and

nation, and the world.

nonessential businesses to close and

benefits — it could also have a long-

said residents should stay home. Since

term impact on their financial wellness.

“It’s truly been an economic hardship

$350 billion to aid small businesses.
The financial fallout of the pandemic

in

and I fear it won’t get any better,” says

then, the business, which produces

he

Barnes, the leader of a company that

sensory play products for children and

Ubiquity Retirement and Savings, has

.S.

helps businesses win private- and

adults with disabilities, has furloughed

specialized in working with small

ect

public-sector contracts. Clients have

half of its 11 employees. PunkinFutz CEO

business retirement plans for over 20

been delaying payments to her firm,

Lisa Radcliffe has applied for a small

years. A majority of small businesses

and they’re unable to meet their own

business administration loan, but says

under 100 employees do not offer

operational expenses. Complete

she does not know when the loan may

workplace savings, and typically do not

Contract Consulting has almost

be approved.

have assets or savings set aside for their

s

l be

rge
ome
ity

ytics

yers

ealth

$500,000 in accounts receivables
outstanding.
“I might have to lay staff off in order

“That’s extremely hard, given the fact
that we have absolutely nothing coming
in,” Radcliffe says. “This [business] is

Chad Parks, founder and CEO of

business, as many are very cash flow
dependent, he says.
And with nearly 80% of Americans

to keep up,” Barnes says, referring to her

something we’ve poured our heart and

living paycheck to paycheck, many

four employees. “But I’m trying my best

soul into.”

workers do not have personal emergen-

not to eliminate positions, because it’s

cy or retirement savings to tap into if

so hard to get them back, especially

Consequences for everybody

when you have a good team.”

As businesses shut down and lay off

“This might be the big wake-up call

workers in response to the coronavirus,

that everybody’s been waiting for,”

rampant among small business owners.

a record of 3.28 million Americans filed

Parks says. “People need to start putting

According to a new survey from ac-

for unemployment benefits in the week

some money aside for their business, as

counting software company FreshBooks,

ended March 21, according to the

well as putting money aside as an

e is

roughly two-thirds (65%) of small

Department of Labor.

individual.”

ys.

businesses said they were either

p

sk

k

ned

and

”

Concerns over these choices are

faced with a crisis.

The Trump administration negotiated

Parks recommends employers who

extremely concerned or very concerned

an unprecedented $2 trillion aid

are financially impacted by the corona-

about how the coronavirus will affect

package designed to help the public

virus to keep retirement benefits to the

their business.

and the economy rebound from the

extent that they can. One way to do

coronavirus pandemic. The aid package

that is to temporarily stop making

provides direct help to citizens, busi-

contributions to retirement plans.

Another 1 in 5 said they did not feel
ready to handle business challenges

EmployeeBenefitAdviser.com
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Coronavirus Impact
Another concern is rising health
insurance costs, says Molly Day, vice

L

president of public affairs at the
National Small Business Association
(NSBA). If just one person gets sick,
every employee’s insurance price could
potentially go up.
Day says that, when put under
increasing financial pressure, employers
may be forced to choose between
continuing to give people a job, or
paying for health insurance for half of
their staff.
“Everything’s on the table,” Day says.
Vlada Von Shats, owner of Russian
Samovar, a restaurant and piano bar in
New York City, has been forced to lay

So

off 16 out of 20 employees.
“We’ve had fires, we’ve had floods,”
she says. “We’ve had as many issues as
possible, but we have never been in this
position. The financial loss and the
epidemic, that’s something you’re never
prepared for.” EBA

beca

“This might be the big wake-up call that everybody’s been waiting for,”
says Chad Parks, founder and CEO of Ubiquity Retirement + Savings.
“People need to start putting some money aside for their business, as
well as putting money aside as an individual.”

comp

De

careg
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Evelina Nedlund is an associate editor of Employee Benefit Adviser. Follow her on Twitter at @EvelinaNedlund.

careg

empl

Pandemic highlights need
for caregiver benefits
As social distancing becomes the norm, employees are
looking for ways to care for loved ones.
By Amanda Schiavo

their
scrambled to buy groceries and

Jurist

essential items in preparation for

careg

lockdowns, there was concern over

Voya

whether the organization’s caregivers

Ab

would still be available to help its elderly

curre

clients with grocery shopping and other

to LIM

non-medical caregiving needs.

age,

Various elder care service providers

more

have been deemed essential businesses,

expe

allowing caretakers to continue their

careg

When Dallas County became the first in

facilities have not allowed any family

in-home and in-facility visits. But, while

a yea

Texas to announce a shelter-in-place

members or non-essential employees to

these organizations are able to provide

careg

order as a result of the coronavirus

come in.

their services, many clients are fearful of

pandemic, caregiver organization Apple

“One facility is not even allowing us

So

careg

the risks of accepting help.

Care and Companion started getting

in, which is bad because that client is a

“We’ve had more clients cancel than

finan

calls from clients and their families

two-person lift and now her husband

we’ve had caregivers not want to come

work

almost immediately.

can’t go see her. The reason we go there

to work,” Miller says. “I have one client

work

to begin with is because they couldn’t

with a major respiratory illness, and she

work

provide enough care,” she says.

is afraid to have anyone in the house,

“We have quite a few clients in care
facilities,” says Laurie Miller, president of
Apple Care and Companion. “The

As people around the country
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pandemic, insurance company TIAA has

Large employers offering paid caregiver leave

increased its existing backup care
benefit to $100 from $65 per day, per
dependent, and can be used to pay

Offering paid caregiver leave 35%

individuals of associates’ choosing — in-

Considering it in 2021/2022, 28%

cluding family members — to provide
backup care.

Not offering paid caregiver leave, 37%

Banks are also supplementing their

28%
37%

benefits to help employees deal with the
coronavirus. These organizations are
paying bonuses to their front-line
employees and offering extra paid time

35%

off for those who are sick or self-quarantined. Banks are also offering employees financial assistance with child care,
or virtual doctors’ appointments.

Source: Business Group on health 2020 Leave Strategy & Transformation survey

In addition to financial assistance, it’s
crucial for employers to be open-minded and communicative with their

r,”
.
s

because she is already so medically

piece of a typical employer’s benefits

caregiving employees. No two caregiv-

compromised.”

package. While 73% of millennials and

ing situations are exactly alike, but

75% of Generation X say they are

being flexible with work schedules and

caregiving support is a vital benefit for

balancing caregiving responsibilities

allowing for a shorter workday or

many in the workforce.

and their careers, according to data

workweek could help ease the burden.

Despite these concerns, providing

“The crisis has put a spotlight on

Some caregivers have admitted to

caregiving and the importance of

employers offer specialized care benefits

feeling guilty or ashamed about their

employers supporting employees with

such as backup child care services.

situation, often closing them off from

their family care issues,” says Lindsay

Just 2% offer backup elder care,

their employer. Since employees are

Jurist-Rosner, CEO of Wellthy, a

according to the Society for Human

reluctant to share their stories, they are

caregiver benefits vendor that counts

Resource Management.

fearful of having to ask for the time they

Voya Financial and Hulu as clients.

rs

from Northwestern Mutual, only 4% of

About 77 million Americans are

The uncertainty of the pandemic has
been raising more questions than

need for their caregiving responsibilities.
Jurist-Rosner says she felt this during

derly

current or former caregivers, according

answers as the role of caregiving shifts

the two decades she was caring for her

ther

to LIMRA research. As baby boomers

toward reliance on remote assistance.

ill mother. However, when she did finally

age, caregiving is expected to become

As COVID-19 keeps non-essential

share her story, she found there were

ers

more common — and the costs are

employees out of the workplace,

those around her dealing with the same

sses,

expected to rise. On average, family

caregivers have found themselves in

stressful situations.

r

caregivers are spending roughly $7,000

need of alternative solutions.

hile

a year on out-of-pocket costs related to

vide

caregiving, according to AARP data.

“One of the big challenges in caregiv-

“For many years it was almost this
secret, double life — this other job that I

ing is caring for loved ones at a dis-

didn’t tell people about because I felt

Some major employers are offering

tance,” says LuAnn Heinen, vice presi-

some degree of shame or embarrass-

caregiving benefits in an effort to both

dent at the Business Group on Health.

ment,” she says. “I didn’t feel comfort-

han

financially and emotionally support their

“This whole notion of caring for some-

able sharing it.”

me

workforce. These benefits create positive

one remotely and what are all the

nt

work environments and promote

strategies to do that is really a

remove the stigma around caregiving

she

workplace loyalty.

challenge.”

and offer the flexibility that employees

ul of

e,

However, despite tremendous need,
caregiving benefits are only a small

EmployeeBenefitAdviser.com
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Employees are looking to their
employers for help. In response to the

Employers have the responsibility to

require. Especially now when the
majority of the workforce is working
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Coronavirus Impact
remotely, Cariloop CEO Michael Walsh

acco

suggests leaders take the opportunity to

“The crisis has put a
spotlight on caregiving
and the importance of
employers supporting
employees with their
family care issues,” says
Lindsay Jurist-Rosner,
CEO of Wellthy, a caregiver benefits vendor
that counts Voya Financial and Hulu as clients.

make employees feel comfortable
enough to have their child, grandparent,
pet or whomever they are caring for be
a part of the video call.
“It’s all about creating a feeling of
safety and community within your
culture,” Walsh says. “It’s not enough just
to offer flexible scheduling and all of
that. Employers have to have the
leaders play a role in that and make it
feel like it is okay that this is

Co

repor

being

meet

comm

“ema

as in

Th

addr

insta

as no

repor

happening.” EBA

ogy t

Amanda Schiavo is an associate editor at Employee Benefit Adviser. Follow her on Twitter @schiavoamanda.
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Pulse of U.S. workforce: Employers
blindsided by coronavirus pandemic
Businesses are struggling to adapt to remote work, according to a new survey by Arizent,
the parent company of Employee Benefit Adviser.

it difficult to leave the office.

professional services sectors on March

rus crisis has irrevocably changed the

19 and 20 to gauge their thoughts on

U.S. workforce — and they’re scrambling

how the pandemic is affecting their

a significant impact on businesses

to keep up.

operations. Around 300 working

across all sectors, giving rise to distrib-

professionals responded to the survey;

uted workforces or requiring changes in

working remotely now have to,” one

76% of them believe the coronavirus

how work gets done for businesses that

respondent to the employer survey says.

disease is going to have an adverse

can’t work remotely, driving changes in

“A significant number of our sales force

impact on their businesses, and more

the customer experience and in some

already worked remotely, so that

than half are creating plans to tackle

cases negatively impacting sales or

required no change for them, but for our

the workplace challenges.

revenue,” says Janet King, vice president

empl

are g

the c

them

appr

About eight out of 10 employers

Kayla

H

(d

A

of research at Arizent.

reported that employees were adapting

customers and our bottom line is still

well to the organizational response to

The challenges of remote work

TBD.”

the pandemic. The most common

Government calls to “shelter in place”

policies were restrictions on business

are forcing all nonessential businesses

Employee Benefit News, conducted a

travel, adopting remote work policies

to either cease operations, or work

survey of professionals in the financial

and investing in technology to support

remotely.

services, wealth management and

remote work. But some employers found

But many employers weren’t ready to

Ba
Let

Emplo
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“Not surprisingly, COVID-19 is having

learning curve. The impact on our

Arizent, the parent company of

less d

to fa

Employers are convinced the coronavi-

in-house people we are seeing a

custo

even

By Kayla Webster

“Employees that are not familiar with

tools

4/13/2020 5:31:27 PM

g

ys

-

ns.

ent,

accommodate a remote workforce.
Common problems with remote work
reported across industries included not

operations. Employers who invested in

health care sector. “We don’t have the

technology for remote work were better

capability to allow call center employees

equipped to handle the pandemic.

to work remote.”

“Our office went paperless a year and

being able to have face-to-face

Tax professionals and financial

meetings with clients, and difficulty

a half ago, and [we] have already used

advisers also reported difficulty with

communicating with their team because

laptops and cloud-based software for

remote work, but not necessarily

“email and phone are just not the same

tax preparation about nine years ago,”

because they lacked the technology to

as in person.”

said a survey taker in the professional

communicate with staff.

services industry. “Making the transition

These are all issues that can be

The problem reflected more of a

addressed with video conferencing and

to paperless has allowed us to not miss

generational divide; survey respondents

instant messaging software, so it comes

a beat in our office. We made the

reported older workers were struggling

as no surprise that 47% of employers

decision to close our physical office, but

to adopt new technology and remote

reported they were investing in technol-

allow clients to drop through the door

work practices. Remote work was even

ogy to accommodate remote work.

mail slot their documents if desired. All

more challenging when a large portion

staff work from home [beginning] March

of their clients are elderly.

“Certainly, long term this will likely
cause businesses to reprioritize invest-

12 with only a three-hour notice.”

“Elderly clients cannot or will not
come in to drop off or pick up their

ments needed in mobile and digital
tools to best-serve both employees and

Generational divide

taxes,” said a survey respondent. “We

customers in an environment requiring

But not all industries are capable of

normally go into the nursing homes to

less direct human interaction,” King says.

transitioning to remote work. Medical

gather the information and visit with our

workers are an obvious example, but

clients, and we cannot do that. Their

technologies won’t go to waste; 46% of

survey takers reported that health care

families are not allowed inside either.”

employers say their remote work policies

office and administration staff are

are going to be altered permanently by

unable to work from home as well.

It appears the investment in new

Respondents from across all industries
also reported employees were having
difficulties balancing their personal lives

the coronavirus pandemic. And 34% of

“Employees [are] wanting to self-

them say they’re going to rethink their

isolate, [but] we are part of health care

with remote work because “employees

approach to in-person meetings and

operations, and we depend on our

are less available due to child care

events, presumably to allow technology

employees to be here to help our

concerns and need to home school

to facilitate these traditional business

patients,” said a survey taker in the

children,” a respondent said. EBA

Kayla Webster is an associate editor of Employee Benefit Adviser. Follow her on Twitter at @KaylaAnnWebster.

ving

ib-

es in

that

How has COVID-19 impacted your business?
(data collected 3.19-3.20.2020)
All Respondents (A)

Professional Services (B)

Wealth Management (C)

Financial Services (D)

Fintech/IT (E)

Other Employers (F)

s in

me

74%

75%
68%

dent

e”

ses

dy to

87%

84%
76%

8%

7%

8%

10%

12%

Any positive impact

15%
8%

18%

15%
8%

No impact

20%
5%

Any negative impact

Base = 304 All Respondents; 163 Professional Services; 25 Wealth Management; 52 Financial Services; 25 Fintech/IT; 39 Other Employers
Letters indicate a statistical significance at the 95% confidence level over the indicated segment
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Re:Invent | Retirement
on Retirement Security. That’s bad
news for employers: Prudential research
says it can cost them $3 million every
year an employee puts off retirement
— mostly from medical expenses.
Fung says it’s critical employers
consider such benefit programs if they
want to stay competitive. One of the
perks of her company’s latest offering:
“It’s fair to say it’s a budget-neutral
offering,” she says, because aside from
administration fees, employers aren’t
spending more than if they offer their

GETTY IMAGES

simply helps employees get the retirement savings their employer is already
offering,” Fung adds.
With the program, employers have

New tool helps pay off
student debt load

full discretion as to how much they

CommonBond ensures employees can qualify for
retirement contributions while paying off debt.

ously needed to contribute 3% of

contribute to their employees’ retirement accounts. But Fung says most of
their employer clients prefer to model
the contributions after the existing
employer match. If employees previtheir income to qualify for the match,
employers using this new program will
chip in the same percentage of the em-

By Kayla Webster

ployee’s earnings. But employers aren’t

ADOBE STOCK

workforce a contribution match. “It

R
ra

“It’s
at w

By Ev

limited to that option. “Other employers
elect to base their contributions off the

Coro

paying off their student loans and sav-

not have the income to set aside for

employee’s student loan payments,”

Stree

ing for retirement with a new benefit

retirement,” says Tara Fung, chief com-

she says.

plan

from CommonBond, a student loan

mercial officer of CommonBond. “This

repayment benefit provider.

program is for employers who want to

with younger employees, but many

who

acknowledge student debt is an inhibi-

older adults are also putting their

to to

tor to saving for the future.”

retirement at risk for their children’s

inves

educations, Fung says. Around 3.4 mil-

over

Workers won’t have to choose between

Its product, launched earlier this
year, allows employees who aren’t
saving for retirement to receive an

“Employees owing student debt may

Americans collectively owe $1.48

Most people associate student loans

as we

employer contribution to their retire-

trillion in student loan debt and 73%

lion people have taken out parent PLUS

mark

ment fund — as long as they’re paying

of people with student debt say they’re

loans from the federal government,

presi

off student debt. The program, called

not contributing the max for retirement,

owing a collective $90 billion, accord-

lantic

Retirement Contribution, tracks and

according to a study by TIAA and MIT

ing to a study by Brookings Institution.

cons

verifies employee student loan pay-

AgeLab. Of the millennial borrowers,

These borrowers tend to be forgotten

ments so they can qualify for employer

66% have no retirement savings at all,

by most programs designed to address

inves

contributions.

says a study by the National Institute

the student loan crisis, she says. EBA

man

“M

Kayla Webster is an associate editor at Employee Benefit Adviser. Follow her on Twitter at @KaylaAnnWebster.
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Re:Invent | Retirement
Is the current market volatility a con-

earch

cern for employers looking at employ-

ery

ees’ retirement plans?
The stock market is down substantial-

nt

ly, so if [an employee] has any exposure
to equities, they are probably looking
at some losses on their statements. The

hey

magnitude of that loss isn’t really driven

he

by age, it’s driven by their allocation. One

ng:

of my colleagues took a call last week

rom

from a participant in a plan that we’re

n’t

involved with, and the woman was 55

eir

years old [and] was surprised to discover
that she was invested in one fund that

ady

ve

e-

t of

del

i-

ch,

will
em-

en’t

was 100% in equities, so she had no

ADOBE STOCK

re-

diversification. So I’m sure employers are
hoping that their employees aren’t in
that same boat.

Retirement savings fears
ramp up with latest crisis
“It’s really important for employees to know where they’re
at with investments,” says the president of Conrad Siegel.

”

oans

ployees to navigate the current market
effects of the coronavirus?
If employers don’t have their vendors coming on site to talk to their
employees, because they might be in a
work-from-home situation, participants
should know who to reach out to if
they have questions. If employers want

By Evelina Nedlund

to make a change to their investment
lineup, that takes months to implement

oyers
the

How can employers best prepare em-

Coronavirus-created mayhem on Wall
Street is raising concerns for retirement

Mashack-Behney says.
“Those emotions might lead to selling

and it’s a lengthy process, but making
sure participants have somebody to talk

plan sponsors and HR professionals

out in the market totally, which might

to is a pretty quick fix. It’s good to have

as well. Employees, particularly those

have a detrimental impact on their

someone who can put things into per-

who are nearing retirement, are coming

retirement savings, she says. “Employers

spective for employees. We had another

to to them with questions about their

want to make sure that employees have

client who saw that the market was

s

investments and expressing concern

somebody to talk to and educate them,

down and was worried they had lost

mil-

over plan stability in an unpredictable

to take them down from the ledge and

20% of their money. We clarified that

PLUS

market, says Tara Mashack-Behney,

make sure that they’re not acting irra-

the client only had 30% in equities, and

president of Conrad Siegel, a mid-At-

tionally but making good decisions.”

that 70% was in bonds, so they’re still

rd-

lantic investment and retirement plan

ion.

consulting firm.

en

“Most employees don’t have a great

Mashack-Behney shared some best

earning return. The average employer

practices for how employers can help

doesn’t have a lot of investment back-

their employees navigate the market

ground, so it’s good to have them have

ress

investment background, and it’s hu-

effects of the virus, and how to prepare

someone to talk to who can help fill in

A

man nature to let emotions take over,”

for the impact on retirement plans.

the blanks for them. EBA

Evelina Nedlund is an associate editor at Employee Benefit Adviser. Follow her on Twitter @EvelinaNedlund.
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Re:Invent | Retirement
employers and their benefit programs
to help them deal with those issues
and achieve a better sense of overall
well-being.”
Employers have been working to
expand their voluntary benefits to meet
the demands of a diverse workplace.
According to a 2019 Willis Towers
Watson survey, 79% of companies offer
voluntary benefits that address issues
regarding financial, mental and emotional health.
Of those surveyed by Willis Towers
Watson, there are some generational
GETTY IMAGES

differences.

Pay vs. perks
Half of Generation Z employees ranked

Employees will sacrifice
raises for benefits

more pay as their highest priority, while

Choice and flexibility in benefit options are top of mind for
certain segments of workers, a new survey finds.

employer to provide them with provid-

only 35% ranked more generous benefits as a top priority. Forty-two percent
of baby boomers however listed benefits as their top priority.
While employees are looking to their
ing important benefits, those employees often perceive a lack of resources
available to them. As an example, only

By Evelina Nedlund

40% of employees feel their employer
provides resources to support their

As employees are looking for greater

to pay more from their paychecks each

financial security, they are increasingly

month for more comprehensive retire-

willing to sacrifice additional pay in ex-

ment benefits.

change for more generous retirement,

More than four in 10 workers, or

health and wellbeing.
And even fewer (32%) say they are
provided resources to help manage
their finances.

healthcare and paid time off benefits,

42%, would sacrifice additional pay

according to a new Willis Towers Wat-

each month for a more expansive

offering education, communication and

son survey.

health benefit plan, a sharp increase

decision-support tools,” DeMeo says.

Half of employees would rather

from 27% in 2013.

“Employers can help employees by

This approach not only leads employees to make more informed benefit

receive more substantial benefits and
time off to additional pay or bonuses,

Mental health

decisions but also boosts their financial

the new Global Benefits Attitudes Sur-

“Many [employees] are struggling with

well-being.

vey found.

financial and health related issues,”

Employers have the opportunity to

says Jennifer DeMeo, senior director

better communicate with employees to

package is more important to them

of retirement at Willis Towers Watson.

provide tools and engage them in their

than ever before, and 67% are willing

She continues: “They’re turning to their

benefits. EBA

Fifty-seven percent said their benefit

Evelina Nedlund is an associate editor at Employee Benefit Adviser. Follow her on Twitter @EvelinaNedlund.
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Strategies
employees place increased
importance on the need for
financial assistance with family planning.
“Employees are increasingly
being put further behind financially,” says Kim Buckey, vice
president of client services at
DirectPath. “Both employees
and employers are suffering,
and employers are having to
allocate more of their benefit
spend to medical coverage.
ADOBE STOCK

Employers have to make some
difficult decisions about what
they can afford to provide.”

Benefits plans adapting to
a diverse workplace

The report also found that
employers are increasing individual deductibles. While the
average in-network individual
deductible increased more
than 28% from 2019, to $1,038

Employers need to go beyond traditional healthcare to attract
and retain top talent, a new report finds.

for 2020, the median family

By Evelina Nedlund

increased demand for lower-

deductible dropped by 12%,
to $1,672.
This trend may lead to
premium options among

Employers continue to adjust plan designs

family-related needs has a significant impact

employees, especially given

and offerings to emphasize lifestyle-focused

on an employee’s satisfaction with their

the struggles many employees

benefits like mental health and fertility treat-

health care benefits — a trend we expect

face meeting their deduct-

ments in order to meet the diverse needs of

to continue in the future,” says Monique

ibles.

today’s workforce, according to DirectPath’s

McCloud-Manley, vice president of the Gart-

annual Gartner Trends Report, which gives

ner HR practice.

insight into employers’ 2020 health care
benefits strategies.

To increase employees’
financial wellness, employers

Standard healthcare coverages such

continue to invest in HRAs,

as dental, vision and disability coverage

HSAs and HDHPs. HSAs are

remain the most prevalent, with over 83%

the most popular offering

into benefit offerings this year include

of employers offering dental and vision on a

— with 69% of employers of-

emotional well-being, a renewed interest in

voluntary basis, over 70% offering long-term

fering them — likely because

voluntary benefits like pet insurance, and an

disability, and 65%, short-term disability.

they allow employee con-

Some of the trends being incorporated

increased focus on family-focused benefits,

Benefits like fertility treatments, child

like fertility treatments and child and elder-

and eldercare support, adoption assistance,

care support.

extended parental leave, dependent care,

“The data suggests that offering hyperpersonalized benefits that focus largely on

tributions and are portable,
according to the report.
“Work-life balance is pretty

flexible spending accounts and flexible

much always in the top five,”

scheduling are becoming more common as

says Buckey. EBA

Evelina Nedlund is an associate editor at Employee Benefit Adviser. Follow her on Twitter @EvelinaNedlund.
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Strategies
ahead and have a plan in
place to prevent addiction in
this vulnerable age group. Addiction doesn’t only affect the
patient, it hurts the whole family and, by extension, the whole
workplace. Familial issues like
this could definitely impact an
employee’s ability to perform
their job.

BLOOMBERG NEWS

limit opioid use for wisdom
teeth surgeries?
It’s actually more effective
to treat dental pain with over-

Why plans should limit
opioids for some surgeries
UnitedHealthcare altered its policy to keep minors from
becoming addicted to painkillers after dental procedures.

the-counter ibuprofen and
acetaminophen because they
reduce inflammation — the
actual cause of pain after having these teeth extracted. The
euphoria produced by opioids
is where addiction comes from.
What else can employ-

BLOOMBERG NEWS

Why should benefit plans

Po
to

Ma
wea

ers do to help prevent young
people from getting addicted?

By Kayla Webster

By A

Having a benefit plan that
Benefit provider UnitedHealthcare decided

three days and under 50 milligrams. The

addresses this issue by limiting

As th

to rethink their prescription painkiller policies

company also reaches out to dentists who

opioid prescriptions will be the

shou

after reading studies by Stanford University

are prescribing in excess of CDC guidelines

most helpful. But they should

stren

and the Centers for Disease Control that say

to educate them on best practices. Since

offer support to employees

a mo

teenagers are at-risk of becoming addicted

enacting the policies three years ago, Unit-

who have a family member

says

to opioids after having wisdom tooth surgery.

edHealthcare has seen an 89% reduction in

going through surgery by

ence

opioid prescriptions for patients 19-years-old

sharing information with them

softw

the procedure receive an opioid prescription;

and under. We spoke with Mermigas in a

about the addiction risks and

Stanford’s research says 6% of those teens

recent interview.

alternative treatments. Parents

mana

may not think of these things

organ

unless someone, like their

tive p

employer, brings it to their at-

to co

The CDC says 70% of minors undergoing

become addicted.
“[It] is often teens’ first exposure to opioids,” says Dr. Michael Mermigas, clinical
director of national dental opioid policy

Why should employers get involved in
preventing opioid addiction in teenagers?
The opioid crisis claims 130 people every

tention. Any employee would

“In

Bi

for UnitedHealthcare. “But we can hold the

day, and we’re learning that addiction can

appreciate knowing their

can b

industry accountable to combat the opioid

start from a young age because wisdom

employer is there to support

tions

epidemic.” In response, UnitedHealthcare

teeth extractions are a pretty common

them through difficult situa-

lesso

capped first-time opioid prescriptions to

occurrence in our society. It’s better to get

tions. EBA

these

Kayla Webster is an associate editor at Employee Benefit Adviser. Follow her on Twitter at @KaylaAnnWebster.
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Strategies
ing about the negative effects.
in

But [it] can be a really wonder-

Ad-

ful thing, as people can have

the

more freedom and autonomy

fam-

and control over their work.

whole

like

How should managers take

t an

the lead in encouraging more

rm

positivity among employees?
There’s this idea called
emotional contagion ... so if a
manager is coming in from a

ns

ive

ver-

hey

e

hav-

The

oids

from.

place of fear, that fear is going

BLOOMBERG NEWS

m

to spread. On the reverse side,
if a manager is feeling really
calm and positive, that emotion
can spread. Managers should

Positive psychology as a
tool in times of crisis

start all of their meetings with
a simple feeling check-in. If
they can lead with vulnerability, that’ll allow everyone else
to name their feelings. When

Managers projecting gratitude and resilience will help employees
weather the coronavirus and other workplace adjustments.

try not to dive into the work
five minutes just checking in

By Alyssa Place

with them.

hat

iting

meetings with their employees,
and actually spend the first

ng

cted?

managers have one-on-one

As the coronavirus crisis endures, managers

How can practicing positive psychology
How can these practices

e the

should focus on strategies to build mental

help workplaces thrive and be productive

uld

strength and use positive psychology to foster

during the coronavirus pandemic?

s

a more productive and successful workplace,

Positive psychology is a science of thriving.

er

says Courtney Bigony, director of people sci-

Right now we’re in survival mode. Uncertainty

ence at 15Five, a performance management

and fear can lead to a lot of rumination,

skills. Gratitude, resilience, un-

software provider.

which can lead to anxiety and depression,

derstanding their employees’

which is already high. Stress increases one’s

strengths, self-compassion,

hem

and

“Increasing positivity starts with the

benefit workplaces after
coronavirus is over?
These skills are just life

rents

managers themselves,” Bigony says. “It’s the

heart rate and compromises the immune

self-awareness. It’s easier

ngs

organizations that are putting these key posi-

system, for example.

to practice these things not

tive psychology skills into place that are going
at-

to come out even stronger.”

But positivity has so many physical and

during a time of crisis but just

emotional benefits. It lowers the stress hor-

every day, to flex that muscle.

mone. It builds immune health. It improves

But hopefully people can see

can be applied in daily workplace interac-

cardiovascular health. It builds resilience and

the importance of this and

rt

tions, and how businesses can benefit from

strengthens relationships and social support

then hopefully continue it and

a-

lessons learned during the crisis by putting

... and opens up our awareness. With the new

emerge stronger. It’s so critical

these practices in place now.

shifts to remote work, people might be think-

for their well-being. EBA

uld

Bigony shared how positive psychology

Alyssa Place is a senior editor at Employee Benefit Adviser. Follow her on Twitter @alyssaplace1.
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Technology
plete picture of candidates and
make an even more informed
recommendation,” Poepsel
observes.

Finding the right fit
Employers are turning to HireVue and others to establish AI
systems that will analyze videos
of potential hires answering
standard interview questions
and assign them an evaluation
grade based on predetermined
competencies required for the
job.

Leveling the playing field
AI speeds the vetting of candidates, removes menial tasks and
eliminates biases, resulting in a more qualified labor force.

“What’s helpful for
the employer is that it
increases their likelihood
of getting to the best
candidates, while
reducing the overall
expense,” says Predictive
Index’s Matt Poepsel.

ADOBE STOCK

BLOOMBERG NEWS

traits, as well as each of the

C

Arti
pro

HireVue designs job inter-

By Bruce Shutan

views with validated questions

By A

that measure how candidates
Index, which offers talent-optimization soft-

score on various competencies,

Bene

talent acquisition is helping employers look

ware. “What’s helpful for the employer is that

which may include communi-

round

weed out unqualified job applicants with

it increases their likelihood of getting to the

cation skills, compassion, em-

says

greater precision.

best candidates, while reducing the overall

pathy and the ability to work

platfo

expense that inevitably comes along with the

in a team or make prudent

ered

screening process,” he says.

decisions. The candidate vet-

tradi

ting process also includes some

year-

bene

The use of artificial intelligence within

As opposed to traditional hiring processes,
experts say AI models are quickly evaluating candidates on the same criteria, offering

AI is primarily used around keyword

more valid predictors of success. The result is

matching for skills, education, knowledge,

video games that measure

a more well-rounded workforce that benefits

geography and other relevant fields of infor-

responses to certain questions.

candidates as much as employers.

mation. The technology is being applied to

Larsen’s mission is to pave

M

enga

“We’re really seeing these kinds of inter-

everything from scheduling job interviews to

the way for a highly predictive

out a

views increase diversity,” reports Loren Larsen,

prompting for interview questions, as well as

interview that’s free of many

or be

CTO of HireVue, whose hiring intelligence

some aspects of onboarding.

biases that show up when

“Now we’re starting to see examples of

Us

hiring decisions are based

alize

where the AI engines are being fed with

solely on a resume or personal

tinue

things beyond the candidate’s own resume,

connections made in interviews

work

right job applicants to surface, says Matt

and starting to scrape social profiles, LinkedIn

with candidates who may not

extre

Poepsel, SVP of product with the Predictive

and the broader web to create a more com-

actually be qualified. EBA

Malm

platform combines video interviews with predictive, validated input/output science and AI.
AI engines have improved at getting the

Bruce Shutan is an Employee Benefit Adviser contributing writer in Portland, Oregon.
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Technology
and

old paradigm where benefits

ed

are imposed on consumers
or not offered at all. It’s no
wonder employees and families
struggle with the process.
How can AI help personalize

o

blish

benefits for specific employee

e

needs?

ew

ered platform, leverages the

BenefitSAIGE, our AI-powdifferentiated data integrated

an

into our platform to deliver a
hyperpersonalized benefits

es

experience. As an example, an

r-

ons

tes

cies,

ood

ive

ADOBE STOCK

ell

employee about to go on maternity leave may be prompted

Can AI goose enrollments?
Artificial intelligence can ease the stress of picking benefits and
provide personalized options for a diverse workplace.

to consider grocery delivery to
spend more time with her new
baby. AI can also eliminate or
automate mundane manual
tasks so HR leaders and administrators can focus their time on
what matters most: employees
.

By Alyssa Place

How is AI currently being
used when it comes to open
enrollments and healthcare?

Benefits open enrollment should be a year-

tion, purchase and use and effectively engage

ni-

round process aided by artificial intelligence,

consumers and improve their lives with ben-

m-

says Steven Malme, a senior vice president of

efits,” he says. “There are numerous life events

throughout our entire con-

rk

platform strategy at Benefitfocus, an AI-pow-

that can trigger AI-powered smart moments

sumer benefits platform. AI

ered benefits platform. “Moving away from

and present relevant options.”

and analytics enable benefits

Malme discussed how AI will play a role in

Benefitfocus integrates AI

administrators to make more

et-

traditional once-a-year benefits selection to a

ome

year-round process ensures timely access to

benefits selection and how making enroll-

accurate, data-driven decisions

benefits as they are needed, he says.

ment more fluid and year-round can ensure

in their benefits strategy, while

financial well-being for employees.

monitoring plan utilization

ons.

Malme adds that,. “AI allows employers to

ve

engage with employees more regularly with-

tive

out adding administrative burden to the HR

ny

or benefits administration team.”
Using data and technology to person-

and member health. These
Why should healthcare benefits be a yearround discussion in the workplace?

tools may be used to identify,
compare and customize plans

The simplest answer is individuals don’t

to deliver optimal employee

alize benefit plan options as they con-

live life two weeks out of the year during

coverage at the best possible

onal

tinue to adapt to the diverse needs of the

open enrollment. Life happens every day.

price. Finally, AI improves com-

views

workplace,can simplify what is typically an

a year-round engagement to help them

munication between employees

not

extremely confusing process for employees,

through planned and unexpected life moWe

and an employer by providing

Malme says. “AI can simplify benefits selec-

The benefits industry operates in a decades-

a singular point of control. EBA

Alyssa Place is a senior editor at Employee Benefit Adviser. Follow her on Twitter @alyssaplace1.
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Technology
solution to help put those tools
directly in their hands to use.”
Alight’s hyperpersonalization
platform is driven by data and
artificial intelligence, and fully
integrates with the company’s
HR, benefits and healthcare
programs. It provides each
employee with information
and encourages them to make
active decisions on everything
from health benefits to wealth
and career functions like
financial wellbeing, retirement
ADOBE STOCK

savings, debt management,
budgeting, pay, performance
and time off. “In today’s mobile,

Better benefits with tech
Communicating through apps, email or text can nudge
employees to check up on their benefits, like 401(k) contributions.

social and on-demand world,
the bar for technology is only
getting higher,” says Brannon
Lacey, president of benefits
solutions at Alight. “Whether
it’s in their personal lives or
at work, people want greater
simplicity, highly customized

By Evelina Nedlund

experiences and the ability for
more self-service.”
Dell Technologies saw

Alight Solutions, an Illinois-based business

offerings,” Johnson says. “But employees

process outsourcing company, has launched

may not really know what those things are,

an improvement in benefit

a new hyperpersonalization solution that pro-

because so many of them are not relevant to

program utilization when they

vides employees with targeted alerts to help

the entire population.”

implemented the new plat-

them make more informed decisions around

Specialized benefit programs on mater-

form. “We are thrilled with the

nity, diabetes or sleep may be important to

opportunities hyperpersonal-

The app, email or text communications

a handful of people, but not to the whole

ization provides for improving

might nudge employees to check if they are

workplace population, Johnson says. So

program engagement among

contributing enough to their 401(k), or to

when there’s a flood of benefit options that

our team members,” says

remind employees that they haven’t taken

don’t apply to every single employee, they

Tracey Stephens, vice president

advantage of their insurance-covered annual

can find it confusing and difficult to navigate

of Dell’s global benefits. “Now

physical yet. These tools will help employ-

and miss out on benefits that they would

we have one front door for all

ees make better use of benefits and other

potentially use.

benefits access, administra-

their health, wealth and careers.

resources available to them, says Adam John-

“There are people that are really struggling

tion and navigation, where our

and who are desperate for help but they may

team members can more easily

have no idea that their employer has gone

gain access to and make the

overall benefits package; it’s not uncommon

out and paid for something to help meet

most of the options available

for us to see someone have 50 unique benefit

their needs in that space,” he says. “This is the

to them.” EBA

son, vice president in Alight’s health practice.
“Companies are investing a lot in their

Evelina Nedlund is an associate editor at Employee Benefit Adviser. Follow her on Twitter @EvelinaNedlund.
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Commentary
of $10,000. Employees can use
their available paid time off
during the initial unpaid time.
They can also use the new,
second component to the Act:
Paid Sick Leave. PSL is immediately available to employees
and It provides for up to 80
hours of paid time off in the
following circumstances:
1. If the employee is (a)
subject to a state, local or
federal quarantine; (b) has
BLOOMBERG NEWS

been advised by a healthcare
provider to self-quarantine; or
(c) is experiencing symptoms
of COVID-19 and seeking a
medical diagnosis, in which

New paid leave rules in the
Coronavirus Response Act
Notable is what it doesn’t cover: Paid or protected leave time if a
company shuts down for any COVID-19-related reason.

case the employee is entitled to
a maximum amount of $511 per
day and $5,110 total.
2. If the employee is taking
the paid sick time to (d) care for
an individual subject to a federal, state or local quarantine
or isolation; (e) care for a child
whose school/place of care is
closed or whose care provider
is unavailable; or (f) deal with a

By Debbie Sandler

“substantially similar condition”,
In an attempt to ad-

reason. Under the Act, all employers with

that employee is entitled to a

dress aspects of the

fewer than 500 employees are required to of-

maximum amount of $200 per

workplace upheaval

fer “emergency” FMLA leave to any employee

day and $2,000 total.

caused by the CO-

with at least 30 days’ tenure — but only when

VID-19 pandemic,

they are unable to work or telework because

employee can take PSL and

Congress passed the

their children’s school or child care is closed

available employer-provided

Families First Coronavi-

due to COVID-19. This is imposed even on em-

PTO simultaneously, but em-

rus Response Act. That

ployers not otherwise covered by the FMLA

ployers may not force employ-

because they are too small.

ees to use company-provided

act included major temporary changes to the
Family and Medical Leave Act and created a
new paid leave entitlement.
But perhaps the most important aspect

Unlike the regular FMLA, leave under this
“emergency” category is partially paid. The
first 10 working days are unpaid; after that,

If the employer agrees, the

PTO first, or instead of, the new
PSL.
Importantly, the tax credits

of the Act is what it does not cover — any

the employee is to be paid two-thirds of their

available to offset the cost of

paid or protected leave time in the event of a

regular salary for weeks 3 through 12, subject

PSL cannot include employer-

company shutdown for any COVID-19-related

to a daily cap of $200 and an aggregate cap

provided PTO. EBA

Debbie Sandler is a partner at White and Williams.
EmployeeBenefitAdviser.com
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Commentary
ing that the real challenge to
workers isn’t competing with
automation but developng the
skills to adapt and keep up.
Forrester research tells us
that 41% of employees worry
their digital skills won’t meet
demand, and 53% find the
increasing complexity of work
threatening. While at first
glance this may seem grim, it’s
actually an opportunity.
Accenture research shows
GETTY IMAGES

slice of $11.5 trillion of economic growth if they harness
intelligent tech — if they have
reskilled workers.

Automation steps in to fill
boomer-created labor gap
Reskilled employees working with software robots can save
company hours and drive enterprisewide benefits in the process.

Robotic process automation is the central platform for
enterprise automation tools,
and some trends show that
nearly every company in the
world could adopt RPA within
the next half-decade. Deloitte
reports RPA can save labor
hours equivalent to 20% of hu-

ADOBE STOCK

that businesses could claim a

A
fo

We
tha

man capacity, initially, at 52%
at scale. Beyond productivity

By Guy Kirkwood

By A

gains, 85% of companies said
The approximately

ees work 50-plus hours a week, causing an

RPA exceeded benchmarks for

5,900 baby boom-

ailment referred to as karōshi, or death by

accuracy, timelines, flexibility

ers who leave the

overwork.

and compliance, too.

workforce per day

We already see the beginnings of a

Automation technology

(according to the Pew

similar problem in the U.S., which has more

promises to relieve the stress

Research Center) will

jobs than there are people to fill them. By

workers experience from big-

cause organizations

augmenting humans with software robots,

ger workloads as a result of

to rethink the future

companies can fill gaps in the labor force

the human labor shortage and

of workforces. In doing so, it will be instruc-

and can enable younger workers to take

drive enterprisewide benefits in

four i

tive for nations like the U.S., Spain and

over higher-value work. And, this technol-

the process. Not only will this

a fina

China to take note of what is happening in

ogy improves humans instead of making

new era curb karōshi worries,

Inves

Japan, where lower-than-average birth rates

them obsolete. Deloitte research reports

but it will also better position

of af

and higher-than-average death rates have

that automation technology created 3.5

companies who embrace it

their

caused its population to shrink since 2010.

million higher-skilled, better-paying jobs in

to address the labor shortage

As a result, about 22% of Japanese employ-

the U.K.between 2001 and 2015, demonstrat-

and thrive. EBA

Th

but c

Guy Kirkwood is chief evangelist at UiPath, a RPA software vendor.
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Commentary
wise underserved market.

to

Impact investing: With digi-

th

g the

tally deft, low-cost platforms

p.

on the rise, impact and socially

us

responsible investing represent

rry

an undeniable shift in the in-

et

vestment industry. Aspiration,

e

Betterment, Newday and Swell

work

are among the established
robo advisers in this space.
To keep up with Gen Z’s

m, it’s

hard-wired familiarity with
technology, digital platforms
(including cryptocurrencies)

-

and affinity for ESG issues,

ess

ave

a-

m for

ls,

t

he

thin

oitte

r

f hu-
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ws

ma

financial institutions will need
to maneuver the regulatory
complexities of multichannel
management and electronic

Are advisers finally ready
for Gen Z?

communication constraints,
while also embracing social
media and actively tending to
channels of communication.
Morgan Stanley’s mes-

Wealth management must offer the cohort a single platform
that meets all its wants and needs.

direction and Bank of America
Merrill Lynch has announced a
new text messaging feature in

52%

ity

saging app is moving in this

its digital capabilities suite —

By Ashley Longabaugh

providing 15,000 advisors with

said

s for

Let’s face it, wealth

lity

managers missed

ess

ig-

Interactive education will

to integrate, careful attention will be needed

also be a priority for Gen Z

nials, failing, for the

when offering customization and personal-

investors. They’ll be looking

most part, to get the

ized choice through the “segmentation of

for webinars, dedicated social

70-million strong

one” without overwhelming clients.

media channels and integrat-

young investors. About

and

Value through customization: In the push

the boat on millen-

cohort onboard as

of

the capability.

drilling down to specifics.

Personal financial management: PFM

ed television channels from

apps such as Mint or Cinch, which provide

Twitter and YouTube to TD

its in

four in 10 affluent millennials say they use

on-the-fly budgeting, advice, credit checks

Ameritrade Network (stream-

his

a financial adviser, according to a 2019

or automated investing tools, will continue to

ing on Amazon Fire TV), which

es,

Investopedia survey, and less than two-thirds

be important in this space. Micro investing

provides guidance about

on

of affluent millennials surveyed say they trust

apps (e.g., Acorns and Robinhood) ease the

investment decisions. Also,

t

their financial advisers.

investing process by bypassing standard bro-

discussion forums that foster

kerage account minimums and by opening

dialogue between novice and

wealth management markets to an other-

experienced investors. EBA

age

The industry can now rectify its mistake
but capturing its Gen Z’s value will require

Ashley Longabaugh is a wealth management analyst at Celent.
EmployeeBenefitAdviser.com
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PROVEN
70 YEARS OF TPA EXPERIENCE

P ION E E R
REVOLUTIONIZING SELF-FUNDING

PARTNER

LONG & SHORT-TERM STRATEGIES

At UMR, we meet the customer where they are.
• Custom plan designs
• Cost containment solutions
• Member experience-focused
Get to know UMR, UnitedHealthcare’s TPA
solution, and the value we bring self-funded
employee benefit plans.
Visit us at umr.com or contact Mike Benson
at 715-841-6112.
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